Dr. Ned Djilali has been recognized in the list of *Highly Cited Researchers 2014* that according to Thompson-Reuters represents some of the world’s leading scientific minds.

Djilali is one of 187 researchers globally to receive the distinction in the broad field of Engineering and earned the distinction based on the number of papers he has published with his students and collaborators greatest and identified by *Essential Science Indicators℠* as the top 1 percent most cited papers in the subject field and year of publication.

A UVic Faculty member since 1991, Dr. Djilali is a Fellow of both the Canadian Academy of Engineering and the Royal Society of Canada. He is a former Executive Director of UVic’s Institute for Integrated Energy Systems and of the Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions. His research is in the fields of thermo-fluid science, fuel cell technology and energy systems.

The Thomson Reuters Highly Cited Researchers list is one of the criteria used in the Academic Ranking of World Universities conducted by the Center for World-Class Universities at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. UVic is listed 5th on Thomson Reuters’ Highly Cited Researchers and Ned Djilali is one of three of UVic’s top-cited researchers.

The complete list of Highly Cited Researchers 2014 can be found at: [http://highlycited.com](http://highlycited.com)